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Delonghi cafeteira manual

Manuals category DeLonghi Coffee Maker Home DeLonghi DeLonghi Coffee Maker Contact information Online bank of manuals © 2020 by ManualsBase.com. All rights reserved. Delonghi Coffee Maker Italian Type EC 9 Black Glass Jar up to 4 cups main image Your kitchen deserves the best and most advanced equipment on the market. It was with this in mind that Kenwood created the Delonghi Type
Italian EC9 Black Glass Jar Coffee Maker to 4 cups. With this product you prepare the best coffee with quality and efficiency, aroma and taste. With modern and refined design, EC9 Italian Type Coffee Maker has Vario system that allows the choice of coffee consistency (weak, medium or strong). In addition, the IFD (Instant Froth Dispenser) system, with boiler and instant milk foam dispenser and
Cappuccino System that mixes steam, air and milk produce a creamier drink. One of the main features of this coffee machine are an adapter for cups that allows you to make coffee directly in the cups, without the use of the thermo-resistant glass jar, a removable reservoir for milk and dairy that allows to add more milk at any time, on/off command with indicator light that warns when the machine is turned
on, adjustable emission of steam to heat the milk and produce cappuccino foam, removable for waste that facilitates cleaning and stainless steel boiler for durability with capacity for 4 cups of coffee. Drink one of the biggest drinks consumed in the world, always fresh and tasty in your home. Quality and taste is with the Delonghi EC9 Coffee maker in black color. Image box 2 The IFD system automatically
combines milk, steam and air to create a creamy and delicious steamed milk, served directly in the cup for the preparation of a great cappuccino. With adjustable steam emission, a highly heat-resistant glass jar that ensures greater durability, the milk tank is removable for easy cleaning and a light switch indicates when the machine is ready for use. Simple but efficient control panel, which allows the optimal
preparation of your coffee thanks to the Vario system that allows you to choose the aroma of your coffee, from strong, medium to weak. And the water tank with inlet at the back, has the removable safety cover, patented by De'longhi, with an exclusive system that prevents the accidental opening and provides greater pressure when preparing your coffee. Having a healthy habit and preparing meals and
drinks in a practical and very hygienic way make your day to day better and your style is recognized by everyone. You do not have to stop the tasks to eat, just also in your life the benefits of those who understand taste, style and quality most always. After all, if you choose Delonghi then you will appreciate the best of them Good bye. image lifestyle logo Maclaren Founded in 1902 by the De'Longhi family,
De'Longhi, A small industrial parts factory, Delonghi is the largest European manufacturer of electrical devices and is headquartered in Treviso, Italy. Famous for being also the largest manufacturer of stoves and air conditioners, the company has expanded rapidly in all electroportable sectors, especially in coffee machines and kitchen appliances. In 2001, Delonghi acquired british electrical engineer
Kenwood Limited and expanded into the market. For its design with Italian touch, very famous worldwide, the brand received several awards, including the Red Dot Design Award in 2007. In 2009, Delonghi received the most innovative award of the year in the segment in which it operates with the recognized PLUS X award. The company operates with 13 production units worldwide and has more than 40
international locations and is present in more than 80 countries. All information provided is the responsibility of the manufacturer/supplier. Contact the manufacturers of the product and its components for any restrictions on the use of all features and functionalities. Just illustrative images. Technical information Brand Delonghi Product type Electric coffee maker Cup/water capacity (in litres) 4 cups coffee
Material/Composition Thermo-resistant glass jar, stainless steel kettle Temperature options Uninformed by supplier Removable waste collection Tray Yes Features Prepared coffee and cappuccino Color Black Power Power (w) 800W Consumption (Kw/h) Uninformed by supplier content Packaging 1 Coffee maker Estimated product dimensions - cm (AxLxP) 33x25x28cm Estimated product weight - Kg 2.8
kg Supplier warranty Against manufacturing defect Model EC9 Reference model EC9 Supplier Delonghi SAC 0800 770 4010 Barcode 1069008911554, 132007043, 8004399321182, 132007044, 8004399321168 8004399321168
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